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We follow patterns because it’s more efficient and quicker. I have my morning routine, and if I
brush my teeth out of order, then I have to really concentrate on what comes next. We follow the
same route to church, unless there is road construction forcing a detour. Like a mouse following the
expected pattern in the maze to find its cheese, we navigate our lives with agility when we know the
route well. So, it can be disconcerting when what was familiar has changed – when someone moves
our cheese -- and we no longer know our way around.
The Presbytery of Milwaukee just moved your cheese, and we didn’t give you any advance
warning. That’s risky because in Wisconsin, you take your cheese seriously.
This past week, we made some changes to the maze that was our website:
www.pbymilwaukee.org . We hope you’ll find that it’s actually less of a maze now, and that you can
find what you’re looking for with fewer clicks.
On the Welcome page, you’ll see a “What’s New?” section that will have the most current
morsel for your consumption.

The navigation bar at the top of the page is the place to start your searching. Hover over the
words: People & Teams, Churches, Documents & Resources, or News & Events for a drop-down menu
of some of our most beloved resources and information sources.

[If you’re looking at the website on your tablet or smart phone, it looks a bit
different. You’ll need to click on the three lines at the top of the page to find the
navigation bar.]
Thank you for spending time on the website. It’s one of the ways we stay
connected across the Presbytery. Play around with it. Test our links. Is it intuitive?
Do you find the information where you’d expect it to be? Please let us know what you
think. We have a Contact Us section in the navigation bar, so it’s easy to send us
feedback.
As the Presbytery, we want to support your ministries by making information readily available.
We appreciate your comments, so that we can improve how we communicate about what matters
most to you.
Soon, you’ll be running the maze even faster than before!

